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In this paper we model the interior of the earth as a lossless layered medium, and we are concerned with the 
reconstruction of the parameters of such a medium from the input and the output (input-output data). In the 
first part of the paper we assume that the input-output data is noise free, and we derive a so-called layer strip-
ping algorithm for the reconstruction of the parameters of the medium. The algorithm is just one of the many 
versions of layer stripping algorithms that are available in the literature. In the second and major part of the 
paper we assume that both the input and the output are corrupted by noise, and we derive two new methods 
for the estimation of the parameters of the medium using the noisy input-output data. The methods are based 
on the estimation of tha parameters of an ARX-representation of a lossless layered medium. The distinction 
between the two methods is that in one method the ARX parameters are free, while in the other method the 
ARX parameters have to correspond to parameters of a lossless layered medium that are physically realistic. 
We illustrate the methods by means of a numerical experiment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
; 
In the present paper we model the interior of the earth as a system of horizontal layers through which 
signals only travel in the vertical direction. We assume that each layer is lossless and that each layer has 
a thickness such that a signal needs one m:rlt of time to pass the layer. When a signal arrives at the 
boundary of two layers with distinct propagation velocities, part of the signal is :reflected and part is 
transmitted. The :rate of reflection and transmission at a boundary is determined by the :reflection coeffi-
cient of the boundary layer. Amongst others, this coefficient is determined by the propagation velocities 
in the two adjacent layers, which in tum give an indication of the physical properties of the two layers. 
For oil prospecting purposes it is useful to know the physical properties of the layers. Therefore, there is 
a need. for methods by which we can determine the :reflection coefficients of the boundary layers. How-
ever, we can not directly determine or measure the :reflection coefficients. Things that can be measured 
are for instance signals that come up from the earth. Such signals can be artificially generated by send-
ing a signal. in this paper called a source wavelet, from the surface into the earth. Then, to determine the 
reflection coefficients, we have to solve a so--called inverse problem, which consists of the reconstru.ction 
of the reflection coefficients of a lossless layered medium from the source wavelet and the seismogram, 
the measurement of the reflected signal. 
In this paper we distinguish. two situations. In the first part of the paper we assume that the source 
wavelet and the seismogram are free of noise. Then, based on the fact that we modelled the interior of 
the earth as a lossless layered medium, we derive a method for the :reconstruction of the :reflection coeffi-
cients from the source wavelet and the seismogram. The obtained method is just one of the mm:i.y 
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versions that are available in the literature of so-called layer stripping methods. It turns out that in the 
method we do not need a-priori knowledge about the number of layers. By means of an example we 
show that the method performs well in case the source wavelet and the seismogram are not corrupted by 
noise. We also show that the method may come up with poor results when the source wavelet and the 
seismogram are corrupted by noise. The method may then produce reflection coefficients that are not 
physically realistic. 
In the second and major part of this paper we assume that we only have available noise corrupted 
recordings of the source wavelet and the seismogram. Then, based on a so-called ARX-representation of 
a lossless layered medium, we develop two new methods for the reconstruction of the reflection coeffi-
cients from the noisy source wavelet and seismogram. The first of these two methods can be considered 
to be an extension of the layer stripping method mentioned before, because in the method the data is 
smoothed first in the sense that a set of ARX-parameters is estimated, and then the smoothed data are 
processed in a layer stripping like fashion. A drawback of the method is that it may come up with reflec-
tion coefficients that are not physically realistic. The second of the two methods is a refinement of the 
first one and does not have the drawback of producing unrealistic reflection coefficients. This is caused 
by the fact that in the method the ARX-parameters to be estimated are forced to correspond to physi-
cally realistic reflection coefficents. For both methods, in contrast to layer peeling methods, we need a.-
priori knowledge about the number of layers. 
The outline of the present paper is as follows. In section 2 we give a description of the interior of the 
earth modelled as a lossless layered medium. The model is parametrized by the reflection coefficients. 
Also in section 2 we describe how vertical travelling signals are scattered at the boundaries between 
layers. In section 3 we present the main features of an algorithm to compute a so-called synthetic 
seismogram, given a source wavelet and the reflection coefficients. In section 4 we present a layer strip-
ping method to solve the inverse of the problem of section 3. This inverse problem consists of the recon-
struction of the reflection~ coefficients from the source wavelet and the seismogram. In section 5 and 6 
we develop the two methods, mentioned before, in which the presence of noise in the source wavelet and 
the seismogram is explicitely taken into account. In section 7 we present some of the computational 
aspects of the methods. It turns out that in the computations we can make use of the efficient Levinson 
recursions, which are well-known from the theory of signal processing. In section 8 we present the 
results of some numerical experiments done with the proposed algorithms. In section 9 we offer some 
remarks and conclusions. 
We believe that in the context of seismic signal processing the approach described in the second part 
of this paper is new. In all recent literature on the reconstruction of reflection coefficients from noisy 
data, it is always assumed that only noise is present in the seismogram, and that the source wavelet is 
known exactly. The reason that we also allow uncertainty in the source wavelet is that in practical situa-
tions the source wavelet is often only known approximately. In fact, frequently the source wavelet is not 
measured at all, but is the result of some rules of thumb or is taken from standard tables. Two addi-
tional nice features of the approach in the second part of the paper are the fact that in the reconstruction 
all data are used to estimate any reflection coefficient, and the fact that it is not required to know at 
which time the signals actually start. 
The investigations reported in this paper are supported by a fellowship from Shell Research B.V. 
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
In this section we describe how the interior of the earth can be modelled as a lossless layered medium. 
Therefore, we first consider the scattering of signals at a boundary between two layers. 
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2.1. Reflections and transmissions at a boundary 
In this subsection we consider two adjacent homogeneous lossless layers. We assume that through each 
of the two layers a signal with a unit amplitude travels along the vertical in the direction of the common 
boundary. Then, if the propagation velocities in the two layers are different, on arrival at the boundary, 
part of each signal is reflected and part is transmitted. The signals are said to be scattered. The scatter-
ing of the two signals can be depicted as in the figures I.a and Lb, respectively. In these figures the hor-
izontal axis corresponds with time, while the vertical axis corresponds with depth. 
! --;ii.. time 1 
depth 
Fig 1.a. Scattering of downgoing signal Fig Lb. Scattering of upgoing signal 
In the figures La and Lb, the amplitudes of the reflected signals are denoted rand r', and the amplitudes 
of the transmitted signals are denoted t and t'. The amplitudes of the scattered signals satisfy t = 1 + r, 
t'=l+r', r=-r' and lrl :s;;;I, where the fact is used that the layers are lossless (cf. Claerbout [5]). 
Hence, the scattering of the signals at the boundary can be expressed by a single parameter r, called the 
reflection coefficient of the boundary (with respect to downgoing signals). 
If two vertically traveling signals in two adjacent layers arrive at the common boundary we have a 
situation as depicted in figure 2. 
Fig 2. Scattering at boundary 
In figure 2 d and u represent the amplitudes of the downgoing and upgoing signals before scattering, 
while d' and tl represent the amplitudes of the downgoing and the upgoing signals after scattering. 
Usingsuperpositionitfollowsthatd' = td+r'u = (l+r)d-ruandtl = rd+t'u = rd+(I-r)u,or 
in matrix/vector notation 
[d'] = [1 +r -r l [d] u' r 1-r u · 
Also it follows that 
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[~]=(l~r) [~, ~'] [i-] (2) 
provided that l - r =/:= 0. If r = l then the boundary is a perfect reflector for downgoing signals ( cf. 
Claerbout (5]). These perfect reflectors for both downgoing and upgoing signals (r = -1) do not OCCW' 
in practice and therefore we assume in the sequel that all reflection coefficients have absolute value less 
than one ( I r I < l ). 
2.2. Multiple layers 
In this subsection we assume that the interior of the earth consists of a system of k layers located on top 
of a basement. This means that there are k + 1 boundaries. We assume that the layers have a thickness 
such that a signal needs one unit of time to travel through any of the k layers. We also assume that 
before time t = 0 no signals are present in the system of layers. Furthermore, we assume that from t = 0 
on, from the top boundary, a source wavelet is sent into the earth along the vertical, and that, for all time 
t, no signals come up from the basement. Finally, we denote m for the source wavelet that is sent into 
the earth, and y for the seismogram, the signal that is reflected by the earth and that passes the top boun-
dary. The process of scattering at time t in all layers can then be depicted as in figure 3. 
0 
l 
2 
I 
d· I z/. I I I 
U;+I d'i+I 
i + 1 
k 
k+1 
Fig 3. Scattering at the boundaries at time t 
In figure 3 the reflection coefficient at the boundary between layer i and layer i + l is denoted r;. The 
downgoing and upgoing signals before scattering in layer i are denoted d; and u;, and are defined at the 
bottom and the top of layer i, respectively. The downgoing and upgoing signals after scattering in layer i 
are denoted d'; and r.I;, and are defined at the top and the bottom of layer i, respectively. Because we 
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assume that no signals come up from the basement, it follows that uk+i(t) = 0 for all t. Furthermore, if 
we consider the medium above the top layer to be layer 0, we can denote m (t) = d 0(t) and y (t) = tl 0(t) 
for all t. Smee we assume that each of the k layers is travelled without loss of energy in one unit of time, 
it follows that d;(t + l) = d';(t) and u;(t + 1) = tl;(t) for all t and for all i = 1,2, ... ,k. Combining the 
above, we obtain 
[d:;(,<~~;)] = [I:,'' !~;,] [~~~lr)] (3) 
for all t and for all i = 0, 1, ... ,k, with d0(t) = m(t), u0(t + 1) = y(t) and u1c + 1 (t) = 0 for all t. 
As noted before, we assume that before t = 0 no signals are present m the system of layers. This 
means that di(t) = 0 and ui(t) = 0 for all t < 0 and i = 0, l, ... ,k. From this :it follows by (3) that d;(t)=O 
for all :t < i and u;(t) = 0 fo:r all t < i +land i = O, l, ... ,k, because it takes i units of time for a downgo-
mg signal to travel from the surface layer to the i'11 layer, and its contribution to the upgomg signal m the 
i1h layer even takes one unit of time more. Furthermore, from (3) it follows that 
[d;+i(t+l)l l [ l -r,l [ d;(t) l U;+i(t) - (l-r;) -r; l u;(t+l)" (4) 
for all t and i = 0, 1,. .. ,k, because we assumed that I r; I < 1 for all i =O, 1, ... ,k. 
Note that all equations until sofar only establish relations between functions. They are neither dif-
ferential nor difference equations. Smee ii is the-ultimate goal to apply the results to real-life data which 
m general is sampled data, it seems natural to take the unit of time, here chosen one, equal to a multiple 
of the sampling time and to consider all equations to be 'discrete time' difference equations. Then using 
these difference equations we can calculate the seismogram y resulting from the source wavelet m and the 
reflection coefficients r;. ~ 
3. ScATIEIUNG 
In this section we describe the main features of an algorithm. for the calculation of the seismogram y 
resulting from a source wavelet m using the difference equations (3). The signal y obtained in this way is 
sometimes called a synthetic seismogram. The data for the computation of the signal y are the values of 
the source wavelet m at times t = 0, 1, ... , T, the number of layers k and the k + l reflection coefficients 
r 0 ,rl> ... ,rk. 
To describe the main features of the rugorithm, we denote d(i) = d;(t), u(i) = U;(t), dd(i) = d;(t + l) 
and uu(i) = u1(t + l) for all i = 0, 1, ... ,k + l at a given time t, 0.,,;; t.,,;; T. According to (3) the following 
relations are then satisfied, 
d(O) = m(t), 
dd(i + l) = (1 +rt)d(i)-r1u(i+1) 
uu(i) =r;d(i)+(l-r;)u(i+l) fori =O,l, ... ,k-1, 
(u1c + 1 (t) = 0 for all t and dk + 1 (t) is of no interest). 
= r1cd(k), 
y(t) = 
Then, using the following update rule 
d(i): = dd(i), u(i): = uu(i) for i = 1,2, ... ,k, t: = t + 1 
the above relations provide us with an algorithm. to calculate the seismogramy(t) for t,O.,,;;t.;;;;T, given 
the reflection coefficients r;, i =0,1, ... ,k and given the source wavelet m(t) for t,O.,,;;t.,,;;T. The algo-
rithm. can be initialized by setting d(i) = 0 and u(i) = 0 for i = 0, 1, ... ,k + l at time t = 0. 
A numerical experiment with the obtained algorithm. is presented in example 8.1 in section 8. 
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4. INVERSE ScATIElUNG - TIIB NOISE FREE CASE 
In this section we present a method for solving the inverse of the problem of the previous section. This 
inverse problem can be formulated as follows. Given the source wavelet m and the seismogram. y gen-
erated by the equations (3), find the underlying reflection coefficients. The method for calculating the 
coefficients is derived using equations (3) and (4), and is based on the following observation (see also the 
remarks below (3)). Let v be the smallest integer such that m(v)=foO, i.e. v = min {t,O .e;;; t .re;;;; TI 
m(t)=foO} is the time that the source wavelet m 'starts'. Then it follows from (3) that d;(v +i)=foO and 
u;(v + i) = 0 for all i = 0, l, ... ,k. This means that u;(v + i + 1) - r;d;(v + i) = 0 for i = 0, l, .. .,k, or 
u;(v +i + 1) 
r; = for i = 0, l,. . .,k. d;(V +i) 
For instance, this implies that r 0 = -;:,, ~ ~ . 
Using the above observations we can now describe the main features of an algorithm for solving the 
inverse problem. Therefore, for a given i;;;.. 0, representing the number of a layer, we denote 
d(t) = d;(t +v), u(t) = u;(t +v + 1), dd(t) = d;+ 1(t +v} and uu(t) = U;+ 1(t +v + 1) for 
t = i, i + 1,. .. , T -v - i. The signals d and u can be thought of as the down.going and the upgoing signals, 
respectively, at the bottom of layer i, while dd and uu can be thought of as the down.going and upgoing 
signals, respectively, at the bottom oflayer i + L Then it follows from (3) and (4) that 
-~ 
1'; - d(i), 
l dd(t + l) = --(d(t)-r;u(t)) fort= i, i + l, ... ,T-v -i -1, 1-r; 
1 
uu(t -1) = ~(u(t)-r;d(t)) fort= i + l, i +2,. . .,T-v -i. 
Now using the update rule 
d(t) := dd(t), u(t) := uu(t) fort= i + l,. .. ,T-v -i -1, i := i + l 
we obtain an algorithm to compute the reflection coefficients r1 for i;;;.. 0, from the source wavelet m(t) 
and the seismogramy(t) fort, 0 .re;;;; t os;;;;T. The algorithm can be initialized by setting d(t) = m(t +v) 
and u(t) = y(t +v) fort= 0, l, . .,T-v for i = 0. , 
The obtained algorithm is one of the many so-called layer stripping algorithms that can be found in 
the literature for solving inverse problems (cf. Bruckstein and Kailath [2], Bube and Burridge [4], and 
Ursin and Berteussen [10]). In example 8.2 in section 8 the algorithm is applied to the source wavelet 
m (t) given, and the seismogram y (t) calculated in example 8.1. In example 8.3 in section 8 the algorithm 
is applied to the data consisting of the data of example 8.2, corrupted by Gaussian white noise with zero 
mean and a standard deviation of 0.003. The results show that the method performs well in case the sig-
nals a.re free of noise, but that in case the signals a.re corrupted by noise the method may perform poorly. 
One of the reasons for the poor performance of the method is the fact that in the case of noisy signals the 
method can not determine exactly at which time the source wavelet actually 'starts'. This may lead to a 
situation, like in example 8.3, that only noise is used to determine the reflection coefficients. Another 
reason for a poor performance of the layer stripping method may be caused by the poor numerical pro-
perties of the method in the case that the reflection coefficients a.re 'large' (in absolute value close to 1) 
( cf. Bruckstein, Koltracht and Kailath [3]). 
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5.1. Introduction 
In the remainder of the present paper we assume that. the input-output data is corrupted by noise and we 
present two methods in which this presence of noise is explicitly taken into account. However, before 
going into the details of the derivation, we want to stress that in the methods of the second part of this 
paper we assume that both the somce wavelet and the seismogram a.re corrupted by noise. This in con-
trast with existing methods for the reconstruction of the reflection coefficients from noisy data (cf. 
Habibi-Ashrafi and Mendel [8], Goutsias and Mendel [9]). In the methods described in these references 
it is always assumed that the source wavelet is known exactly. However, as we mentioned before, this 
often is not the case. Often, as we assume in this paper, the source wavelet is only known approximately, 
and then the methods in the above references can not be applied. 
5.2. A.RX-representation 
To develop both methods we make use of the transfer function from the source wavelet m to the seismo-
gram y. For the introduction of this transfer function we make use of the Z-tJ;_ansform of a time series. 
J..et f = if (t) It ;;i. O} be a time series, then the Z-transform of f, denot~ f, is formally defined as 
f(z): = ~1 ._..J(t)z-'. lfg =if (t + 1) It ;;i. O} and/ (0) = 0, theng(z) = zf(z). 
Now suppos~ that Ri(z), for i =O, 1, ... ,k, denotes the transfer function from d;(t) to u;(t + 1},i.e. 
R;(z) = zu;(z)I d;(z), where it is used that u;(O) = 0 for i = 0, 1, ... ,k. It follows from (3) that 
[zd;A+i(z)l = [l+rg ,-r;l [ .. d;(z) l fo:ri=O,l, ... ,k-L 
zu;(z) r; 1 -ri uH 1(z) 
Furthermore, since uk+i(t) = 0 for all t, it is also dear from (3) that Rk(z) = rk. Using zu;+ 1(z) = 
R; + 1 (z) d; + 1 (z) and zu;(z) ;;, R;(z) d;(z ), it can be shown that 
z 2r;+Ri+ 1(z) 
R;(z) = - 2----
z +r;R;+ 1(z) 
for i = 0, l, ... ,k -1, (5.a) 
(5.b) 
To compute the coefficients of R;(z), for i = 0, l, ... ,k, we write R;(z) = b;(z)/ a;(z), where a;(z) and 
Mz) are polynomials in z with real coefficients. Using (5.a) it then follows that 
b;(z) z 2r1a;+ 1(z)+b;+1(z) 
= 
a;(z) z 2a; + 1 (z)+ r;b; +I (z) 
fori = 0,1, ... ,k-L 
So, the polynomials a;(z) and b;(z) can be calculated by 
with 
a;(z) = z 2a;+ 1(z)+r;b;+1(z) 0 
b;(z) = z 2r;a;+1(z)+b1+1(z) for i = k -1, ... l,O, (6.a) 
(6.b) 
It can be shown that each polynomial a,(z) only has zeros in the open unit circle if I rj I < l for 
j = i, i + l, ... , k, and that each pair of polynomials a;(z) and b;(z) have no zeros in common if I rj I < 1 
for j = i, i + 1, ... , k - 1 and rk =I= 0. From (6) it is clear that both a;(z) and b;(z) only contain even 
powers of z. By induction it can be shown that the coefficient of z2<k-i) in a1(z ), which is the coefficient 
of the leading power in a;(z), is equal to 1, and that the coefficient of z2<k-i) in b;(z) is equal tor;. So, if 
a,(z) and b1(z) are according to (6), then r; can be recovered as the coefficient of the leading 
power of b;(z ), and the polynomials a;+ 1 (z) and b; + 1 (z) can be recovered from a;(z) and b;(z ). 
Indeed from (6) it follows that 
l 
a1+1(z) = 2 2 (a;(z)-r1b;(z)) 
z (1-r;) 
l b;+1(z) = 1 (b;(z)-r;a;(z)) (l-17) 
for i = 0, l, ... k -1. (7) 
That a;+i(z) again is a polynomial is caused by the fact that the constant term in a;(z)-r1b1(z) is 
equal to zero. This can be proved by induction using (6). In summary, once a 0(z) and b0(z) are kn.own 
and are generated by (6), we can recover the underlying reflection coefficients r; by computing and exa-
mining a1(z) and b1(z), for i =0,1, ... ,k. Observe that only if the polynomials a 0(z) and b0(z) are gen-
erated by equations of the type (6) then a1(z) and b1(z) computed via (7) will satisfy ak(z) = 1 and 
bk(z) = rk. However, for polynomials of the same form as a0(z) and b0(z) but with arbitrary coeffi-
cients, ak(z) and bk(z ), computed via (7), will not be constants, but will be proper rational functions and 
the recovered reflection coefficiC¥ts may not be physically realistic. 
Recall that Ro(z) = zuo(z)I do(z) = y(z)/m(z) = bo(z)I ao(z). So, ao(z)y(z) = bo(z)m(z). If 
a 0(z) = ~:=0a1z2i and b0(z) = ~:=0b1z2i this means that in the time domain 
~:=0a1y(t +2i) = ~:=0b1 m(t +2i) (8) 
for all t ;;;as 0, where it is assumed that m(t) = 0 an9(t) = 0 for all t = 0, l, ... ,2k -1. 
Note that in (8) only data points are related that are an even number of units of time apart from each 
other. This implies that the set of signals (m,y) that satisfy (8) for all t ;;;as 0 can be split into two sets of 
signals (m 1,y 1) and (m2,y2) that each satisfy (8) for all t ;;;as 0. Ind~ define m 1(t) = m(t),y 1(t) = y(t), 
m2(t) = 0 andy2(t) = 0 for all event ;;;as 0, and m2(t) = m(t),y2(t) = y(t), m 1(t) = 0 andy 1(t) = 0 for 
all uneven t ;;;as 0. Then it is~clear that both (m i.Y 1) and (m2,y2) satisfy (8) for all t ;;;as 0. 
To simplify the discussion in the sequel, we introduce a new unit of time which is two times the old 
unit of time, and we only use the set (m 1,y 1 ), from now on denoted as (m,y ). With these conventions (8) 
becomes 
l::=oatY(t +i) = ~:=0b1m(t +i) (9) 
for all t ;;;as 0 where m (t) = 0 and y (t) = 0 for all t = 0, 1, ... ,k -1. The relation (9) is a so-called autore-
gressive representation with exogeneous input (ARX representation) between the source wavelet m and 
the seismogram y. 
6. INVERSE SCATTEIUNG - A MINIMIZATION PROBLEM 
In this section we give a formulation for the problem of the reconstruction of reflection coefficients in 
the case that the data are corrupted by noise. Therefore, we assume that the source wavelet m and the 
seismogram y are kn.own over a time interval such that the interval contains the supports of both signals 
and such that in the interval m(t) = 0 andy(t) = 0 for at least all t < k. The latter implies that we have 
to have an idea about the number of layers k. It also implies that we do not have to kn.ow exactly at 
which time the signals actually 'start'. We denote 
with 
and 
M = (m(O),m(1); ... ,m(1))T, Y = (y(O),y(l), ... ,y(1))T, 
Z=(Yr,-Mr)r, 
A = (A~,AI, ... ,A}-k)r, B = (B6,BI, ... ,B}-k)r, 
A1 = co.o, ... ,o,ao.ai. ... ,ak-i.akto, ... ,o), 
B; = (0,0, ... ,0,bo,bh ... ,bk-i.bk,0, ... ,0), 
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D =[A in 
Here T denotes matrix transposition. A and B are matrices with rows A; and B;, :respectively, having 
T + 1 entries. Both A; and B; have i leading and T - k - i trailling zero entries. D is a compound 
matrix made up of A and B. A, B and D are so-called Toeplitz matrices. Toeplitz matrices are matrices 
of which the entries along any sub- or super diagonal have the same value. Since ak = l for all sets of 
reflection coefficients, it follows that the kth super diagonal of A and D consists of entries that have the 
value 1. Hence, both A and D have full row rank for all sets of :reflection coefficients. We denote () = 
(a 0 , ..• , ak- 1> b0, ••• , bk) for the vector of parameters of the ARX-rep:resentation (9), where we have 
omitted ak = 1. Recall that the parameter vector fJ can be determined from the vector of :reflection coef-
ficients r = (r0,r., .... ,rk) by (6). To express this dependency on r, we occasionally write fJ(r). Further-
more, to express the dependency of Don fJ, we write D(fJ). It then follows that the ARX-representation 
(9) over the interval [O , TJ can also be described as 
D(O)Z=O (10) 
If the signals m andy, contained in Z, are not corrupted by noise, then there exists a OeRk+l such 
that (9) and (10) hold exactly. In (9) and (10) it is still assumed that both signals m andy, contained in 
the vector Z, are known exactly. In that case the recovery of the vector of reflection coefficients r; can be 
achieved by the layer stripping method described in the previous section, and the framework of ARX-
representations is not necessary. However, in the remainder of the paper we assume that the input-
output data is corrupted by noise, and it turns out that for the development of methods for the :recon-
struction of the reflection coefficients from the noisy data the framework of ARX-representations is very 
useful. Therefore, from now on we assume that only noisy recordings are available of the source wavelet 
and the seismogram. This means that the signals m and y are made up as follows 
m(t)=m(t)+m'{t),y(t)=y(t)+y'(t) 
fort ;;;;.o. Here m(t) and ji(t) are the values of the noise free signals and m'(t) and y'(t) are the noise com-
ponents at time t. The vector of true reflection_ coefficients is denoted_r=[r"0,ri. ... ,rk) and the 
corresponding vector of true parameters is denoted e. Oearly, we have that()= O(i). We denote 
Z=IJ(O),ji(l), ... ,ji(T), -m(O), -m(l), ... , -m(T)]r, 
Z'=[y'(O).y'(l), ... ,y'(T), -m'(O), -m'(l), ... , -m'(T)]T 
Then it follows from (10) 
D(O)Z=O. 
However, the noise free vector Z is not available, but only the noisy vector Z. To reconstruct the reflec-
tion coefficients it is suggested to solve 
D(O)Z=O 
fore, and that a solution o* is a meaningful approximation of e. In general however, the above equation 
for 0 can not be solved exactly, and a natural thing to do is to apply a least squares approach to find a 
'best possible solution' to equation. This means that we have to solve the following problem. 
PROBLEM6.L 
Given Z determine 0 and Z such that II Z - Z 11 2 = (Z - Z) T (Z - Z) is minimal, while D(O)Z = 0. 
To eliminate the constraint under whlch II Z-Zll2 is to be minimized, we apply the Lagrange multi-
plier method (cf. Ten V:regelaa:r [11]), and we therefore define 
L(Z,0,A) = ~ (Z-Zf(Z-Z)+hTD('iJ)Z. 
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Then taking the gradient with respect to Zand~ we obtain Z-Z = D T (6)A and D(6}Z = 0. Because 
D(fl) has pill rowA rank for all 8, it Jollows ~t D(l)p T (I) is invertible for all fJ. Consequently, A = 
(D(l)DT(U))- 1D(U)Z. Hence,(Z-z)T(Z-Z) = J(U)wherewehavedefined 
J(I) = zTDT(fJ)(D(U)DT(U))-1D(U)Z. 
The next problem is now equivalent to problem 6.1. 
h.OBLBM 6.2. 
A A 
Given Z determine (J such thatJ(U) is minimal. 
A A 
The equival?ce of the t\Jl!O problems i~ ob~ous, l?eca.use i{ 8 is known solving problem §.2, then 8 
tpgether with Z, defined as Z = (I - D T (fJ)(D(l)D T (1))-1 D(U))Z, solves problem 6.1. Any (J that with 
Z solves problem 6.1, obviously also solves problem 6.2. 
When the noise components m'(t) and y'(t) a.re mutuajly independent zero mean white noise with 
variance a2, it has been_shown by Aoki and Yue [1] that 8 solving the problem 6.2 yields a maximum 
lik~.QOd estimate of 8. Furthermore, it has been shown by Ten Vregela.a.r (11] that in that case 
P (8-+8 as T-+oo) = 1, provided the following conditions a.re satisfied: _ 
l. The parameter space 9 is a known convex. and compact subspace containing 8. 
2. The source wavelet is bounded as T -+oo. 
3. The source wavelet is persistently ex.citing of order 2k + 1 (cf. [l]). 
4. The polynomial a (z) = l:: ,:01 DtZ i +Zic h_as ofily zeros in the open unit disk. 
5. The polynomials a(z) and b(z) = l::=0b1z; have no zeros in common. 
A 
Note that in the formulation of problem 6.2 it is not yet guaranteed that 8 is the parameter vector of 
an ARX-representation ot a layered scattering system. In fact, this '!ill be the distinction between the 
two methods presented in t!1is section. In the first method the vector 8 may have any value, while in the 
second method the vector 8 may only have values that correspond to a vector r of physically realistic 
reflection coefficients. Hence, the first method comes down to solving the next problem. 
h.OBLBM 6.3. 
Given Z determine OeR21c + 1 such that J(6} is minimal, 
whereupon the reflection coefficients can ,.be computed using (7). 
For the second method, reca}l that if 8 is to be the parameter vector of an ARX-representation of a 
lossless layered medium, then 8 depends on a vector r e ( - l, + 1f+1 of physically realistic reflection 
coefficients. In that case 8 = fJ(r) and can be calculated from r by means of (6). The second method 
then comes down to solving the following problem. 
h.OBLBM 6.4. 
Given Z determinere(-1, + lf +i such thatJ(8(r)) is minimal. 
7. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS 
7.1. Introduction 
In this section we discuss some of the computational aspects of the two methods described in the previ-
ous section. Common in both methods is that a function has to be minimiud over some (sub)space. To 
find a vector for which the function has a (local) minimum, we propose the use of methods that, in addi-
tion to the value of the function, also require the gradient of the function. 
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7.2. The computation of the fimction J (fJ) 
To computeJ(fJ) for a given fJ e R2k+l we have to solve the equation D(fJ)D\fJ)x = y withy = D(fJ)Z 
for x eRT-k + 1• Denote Q = D (fJ)D T (fJ), then because D (fJ) is a full row rank matrix, it follows that Q is 
a symmetric positive definite matrix, i.e. Q = QT and x T Qx > 0 for all x =I= 0. From the special struc-
ture of D (fJ), it also follows that Q is a Toeplitz matrix. So, Q is completely determined by its first 
column and we denote q; : = q;o for i = 0, 1, ... , T - k. Because Q is positive definite it follows that 
q0 > 0, and by the special structure of D(fJ) it follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
q 0 > I q; I for i = 1,2, ... , T - k. Because of these properties, we can solve the equation Qx = y by means of 
Levinson recursions (cf. Cybenko [6], Golub and Van Loan [7]), where it is shown that the numerical sta-
bility of these recursions is comparable with the numerical stability of solving Qx =y by means of 
Choleski decompositions. The advantage of Levinson recursions over Choleski decompositions is that 
less computer memory is required (no matrices need to be stored) and the number of operations is of 
order kT, where k is the number of layers and T is the number of data. Hence, given any 9, J (fJ) can be 
computed efficiently by successively computingy = D(U)Z, solving the equations (D(fJ)DT(fJ))x = y by 
means of Levinson recursions, and computing J (fJ) = x ry. 
In problem 6.4 it is :required that (J depends on a vector of physically acceptable reflection coefficients 
r, expressed by writing fJ(r). By means of (6) first IJ(r) can be calculated from r, and then J (IJ(r)) can be 
computed as described above. 
Both computation schemes are incorporated in two algorithms presented in subsection 7.4. 
7.3. The computation of the gradient of J (fJ) 
7.3.a. With respect to problem 6.3, note that 
a a a a 
ae. D (O) = [ ae. A (6) 01 and ae. D (fJ) = ro ae. B (fJ)] 
I I j j 
for i = 0, l, ... ,k -1 and for j = k,k + l, ... ,2k. The derivatives have a simple structure; it are matrices 
with entries 1 along a superdiagonal and with entries 0 elsewhere. Therefore, for i = 0, 1, ... , 2k, 0~. J (fJ), 
I 
can be easily computed. In fact, if for the computation of J (0) the vectors x and y are computed such 
that y = D (fJ)Z and D (fJ)D T (fJ)x = y then 
a IJ\- r a IJ\ r ae. J( ... , - 2x < ae. D(.,,)(Z-·D (fJ)x), 
I I 
for i =O, 1, .... ,2k. 
7.3.b. The purpose of the second method is the estimation of physically acceptable reflection coeffi-
cients, and not the estimation of the parameters of the underlying ARX-representation. As noted before 
the vector 8 depends on the vector r. Therefore, in the context of problem 6.4 :i.t is more natural to work 
with the gradient of J(6(r)) with respect tor. The computation of this gradient requires the computation 
of '.la D(6(r)) for i = 0, l, ... ,k, which romes down to the computation of '.la [a0, ••• , ak] and -}-
o~ u~ u~ 
[b0, ••• ,bk] for i = 0,1, ... ,k. These computations, in turn, come down to the computation of -:;a a(z) ur; 
and a~. b(z) for i.= 0, l, ... ,k. From (6) it follows that a(z) and b(z) can be calculated by the following 
I 
recursions. 
ak(z) = 1, bk(z) = rk. 
aj(z) = zaj+ 1(z) + F)bj+ 1(z) 
bj(z) = zrjaj+ 1(z) + bj+ 1(z) 
a(z) = a 0(z), b(z) = bo(z). 
for j = k -1, ... , 1,0, 
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Recall that at the end of section 5 we have doubled the sample time, causing the difference between the 
above recursions and the recursions described by (6). Now for a given i,O:s;;;,i:s;;;,k, denote 
pj(z) = ~a aj(z) and qj(z) = ~b/z) for allj,O:s;;;,j:s;;;,i. Thenp 0(z) = ~a a(z) and q0(z) = ~b(z) can ~ ~ ~ ~ be computed as follows. 
p;(z) = b;+ 1(z), q;(z) = za;+i(z), if i <k, 
p;(z) = 0, q;(z) = l, if i = k, 
pj(z) = zpj+1(z)+rjqj+1(z), 
q/z) = zr.JPj+1(z)+qj+1(z), for j = i -1, ... , 1,0. 
By these recursions ~a D(O(r)) can be computed for i = 0, 1, ... ,k. 
ur; 
computed such thaty = D(O(r))Z and D(O(r))DT (O(r))x = y then 
~~. J(IJ(r)) = 2x \a~- D(fJ(r))XZ-D T(O(r))x) 
U I I 
for i = 0, 1, .... ,k. 
Moreover, if the vectors x and y are 
7.3.c. To assure that the minimization process in the second method ends up with physically acceptable 
reflection coefficients (r E (-1, + ll+ 1), and to have the ability to apply unconstrained minimization 
routines, we have to introduce new variables. Therefore, we define the mapping q»i:Rk + 1-?( -1, + 1)k+ 1 
as c/>;(s) = .1:..arctan(s;), for i = 0,1, ... ,k. Then minimizing J(IJ(r)) under the constraint that r E 
'IT (-1, + l)k+I, comes down to minimizingJ(O(cp(s))) with respect tos E Rk+I. 
7.4. Algorithms 
The function J (0) and the gradient of J (19) for a given(} e R2k + 1 as required in the first method can be 
calculated as follows. 
ALGORITHM 7.1 
1. Computey = D(O)Z. 
2. Compute x such that D (O)D T (IJ)x = y by means of the Levinson :recursion. 
3. Compute J (IJ) = x Ty. 
4. For i = 0, l, ... ,2k: 
Compute 
~~. J((J)=2x T (a~. D({})XZ-DT (IJ)x) 
IJ I I 
In the second method, J (IJ( cp(s ))) and the gradient of J (IJ( cp(s ))) for a given s E Rk + 1 can be calculated 
as follows. 
ALGORITHM 7.2 
L Compute r = q,(s ). _ _ 
2. ComputeO = (a0 , ••• ,ak-I• b0 , ••• ,bk) by means of the recursions tocomputea(z) and b(z). 
3. Computey = D(O)Z. 
4. Compute x such that D (fJ)D T (O)x = y by means of the Levinson recursion. 
5. ComputeJ(fJ(cp(s))) = x Ty. 
6. For i = 0, 1, ... ,k: 
a. Compute ~a (} by means of the recursions to compute ~a (z) and ~a b (z ). 
ur1 uri ur; 
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b. Compute 
a:. J((J(r)) = 2x T( a~. D(fJ(r))XZ-DT (8(r))x) 
I I 
a 2 1 a 
c. Compute -;-J(8('/l(,s))) - - --2 -;-J(IJ(r)). 
us; '11' 1 +s; ur; 
Using a gradient method and the above schemes, we can find a solution to the following two problems. 
PROBLEM7.3 
Given Z determine 0 e R21c + 1 such that J(6) is minima]. 
PROBLEM7.4 
Given z determines e Rk such that J(8(#,s))) is minimal. 
If i; is a solution of problem 7 .3, then the underlying vector of reflection coefficients r can be calculated 
using (7). However, it is not guaranteed that r is a vector of physically realistic reflection coefficients. If 
sis a solution of problem 7.4, then the corresponding vector of reflection coefficients r can be calculated 
as r = #,s). Now it is guaranteed that r; E (-1, + 1) for i = 0, 1, ... ,k. 
In examples 8.4 and 8.5 in section 8, the algorithms 7.1 and 7.2 in connection with a quasi Newton 
minimization method are applied to the noisy data of example 8.3 in order to reconstruct the reflection 
coefficients as gi.ven in example 8.1. 
8. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENT~ 
In this section we illustrate by means of 5 examples of what is to be expected of the methods presented in 
this paper. In the examples we consider a lossless layered medium of 25 layers (26 boundaries) with 
reflection coefficients that are all zero, except r5 = 0.30, r9 = -0.10, r 16 = -0.27, r 18 = 0.13, 
r 25 = -0.21. The source wavelet that we use to probe the system of layers is due to Habibi-Ashrafi and 
Mendel [8], and is given by 
m(t)= 1360te-5001 +0.5e- 15·3 tsin(i~t). 
For the layer stripping method as described in section 4, we have talcen the unit of time to be 0.005, and 
we assume that the data are available over the time interval [O, 1.2]. This means that for the two methods 
of the second part of the paper the unit of time is 0.01 and that T is 120. The reflection coefficients and 
the source wavelet are depicted in figure 4. 
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Fig 4.a. Reflection coefficients Fig 4.b. Source wavelet 
ExAMPLE 8.1. Scattering. 
In figure 5 the synthetic seismogram is depicted, computed from the source wavelet and the reflection 
coefficients using the algorithm described in section 3. 
0.10 -----------~ 
0.05 
0.0 - ~ 
-0.05 
-O.lOO.O 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 l.O 1.2 
Fig 5. Seismogram 
ExAMPLE 8.2. Layer stripping with noise free signals. 
In this example the source wavelet and the seismogram of example 8.1 are used to reconstruct the reflec-
tion coefficients. The reconstruction is done by means of the layer stripping algorithm described in sec-
tion 4. The first 25 reconstructed reflection coefficients are depicted in figure 6. From figures 3 and 6 it 
is clear that the layer stripping method performs well for noise free signals. 
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0.1 
0.0 
-0.l 
-0.2 
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I 
-o.3 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
Fig. 6 Reconstructed reflection coefficients 
ExAMPLE 8.3. Layer stripping with noisy signals. 
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In this example the layer stripping algorithm of example 8.2 is applied to the source wavelet and the 
seismogram of example 8.1, now both corrupted by Gaussian white noise with a zero mean and a stan-
dard deviation of 0.003. The noisy signals are depicted in. figure 7, and the recovered reflection coeffi-
cients are depicted in. figure 8. Again. only the first 25 recovered reflection coefficients are depicted. 
From figure 7 it follows that in. the case of noisy signals the layer stripping method may have a poor per-
formance. The reason for this performance is that the time at which the source wavelet actually starts is 
not determined properly. In the present example the noise free source wavelet starts just after time 
t = 0, its value at t = 0 is zero, as is the value of the seismogram. at t = 0, and these values are not used 
in. the reconstruction. However, applying the method to the noisy signals, the source wavelet is con-
sidered to start at time t = 0, and the values of the source wavelet and the seismogram at t = 0, both 
noise, are used to determine the reflection coefficient of the top boundary. 
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Fig 7.a. Noisy source wavelet Fig 7.b. Noisy seismogram 
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Fig 8. Reconstructed reflection coefficients 
ExAMPI..E 8.4. Reconstruction through unrestricted ARX parameter estimation. 
In the present example and the next example we use the noisy signals of example 8.3, shifted in time. 
The shift in time is necessary to make sure that an ARX-representation of type (9) makes sense. The 
shifted noisy signals are depicted in figure 9. In the present example we illustrate the method of recon-
structing the reflection coeffcients by the estimation of the parameters of an ARX-representation where 
no restrictions put on the parameters. Therefore, the function J (IJ) has to be minimized. This is done by 
means of a quasi Newton minimization method, in which the value of the function and its gradient are 
computed using algorithm 7.1. The reconstructed reflection coefficients are depicted in figure 10. Figure 
10 illustrates the fact that, although J (IJ) is minimized accurately, the reflection coefficients computed by 
(7) may not be physically re@stic. 
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Fig 9.a. Shifted noisy source wavelet Fig 9.b. Shifted noisy seismogram 
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ExAMPLE 8.5. Direct estimation of the reflection coefficients. 
In this last example we illustrate the method of the reconstruction of the reflection coefficients by means 
of the estimation of ARX-parameters that have to correspond to :realistic reflection coefficients. Here 
the functionJ(O(r(s))) has to be minimized. Again, this is done by means of a quasi Newton minimi:za-
tion method, but now the value of the function value and its gradient are computed using algorithm 7.2. 
The reconstructed reflection coefficients are depicted in figure 11. From figure 11 it is clear that for the 
reconstruction of the reflection coefficients the method of the estimation of ARX-parameters 
corresponding to realistic reflection coefficients is to be preferred to the method of the unrestricted esti-
mation of the ARX-par~eters followed by (7). 
9. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS 
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Fig U. Estimated reflection coefficients 
In this paper we are concerned with the reconstruction of the parameters of a lossless layered medium 
modelling the interior of the earth. These parameters are also known as the reflection coefficients, and 
reflect the physical properties of the interior of the earth. To do the reconstruction we use input-output 
data in the form of the source wavelet and the seismogram, and we make a distinction between the case 
that the input-output data is noise free, and the case that the input-output data is not noise free. 
In the first case we derive a so-called layer stripping method for the reconstruction of the :reflection 
coefficients. The method is just one of the many layer stripping methods that are known, and is illus-
trated by means of an example. Also the poor perf o:rmance of the method in the case of noisy input-
output data is illustrated by means of an example, indicating that in realistic cases layer stripping 
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methodes fail to perform properly. 
In the second case we develop two new methods which are based on the estimation of the para.meters 
of a so-called ARX-representa.tion. The distinction between the two methods is that in one method the 
para.meters to be estimated are competely free, while in the other method the parameters have to 
correspond with reflection coefficients that are physically realistic. Both methods are illustrated by 
means of an example. As a result of the numerical experiments described in section 8, it follows that the 
estimation of ARX-para.meters corresponding to realistic reflection coeficients is to be preferred to the 
unrestricted estimation of ARX-para.meters. A shortcoming of both methods is that they introduce new 
'nonzero' reflection coefficients. In many practical situations only a small number of reflection coeffi-
cients is actually nonzero. Therefore, it may be worthwhile to try to modify the methods in a such way 
that the number of nonzero reflection coefficients is estimated, together with their position and magni-
tude. Also in practical situations the number of layers is much larger than in the examples. Again in 
these situations the above modification may tum out to be useful Therefore, in a future investigation it 
may be interesting to explore how the methods presented in the second part of this paper perform in 
situations of a small number of nonzero reflection coefficients or of a large number of layers. 
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